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About This Content

The Auto Clicker Pet is a ingame Pet which has the look of a little ice elemental which shoots bullets on the enemey. The bullets
use the actual clicker damage which makes the pet to an auto clicker like function. The pet has 2 different modes in which it

can follow the mouse or folow a specific path automatically on the battlefield.

Differences between ingame and DLC Pet:

Ingame Pet:
- Must be unlocked

- can be leveled
- a small little pet which follows a path on the battlefield

DLC Pet
- Is directly unlocked after purchase

- Has the Speed value of a lvl 5 ingame pet but cannot be leveled (ingame attack pets need a long time to unlock and level up but
can get faster then the DLC pet)

- a bigger pet which can also follow a path or also follow the mouse.
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I really wish I could recommend this game. Most of the reviews I've read aren't even aware that this is an unpdate of a game so
old is pre-dates MOO and MOO2. So to compare this with the MOO games isn't really fair, since it's just as likely MOO took
ideas from the old Armada 2525.

There are some great features to the game. In particular, the events notifications after each turn allows itself to be used as a sort
of checklist when resolving issues, in a way that not even the new Civ games do. However, there are several tedious features.
Moving population around planets is necessary, and it just takes a little too long to issue each transport command. The issues are
minor, such as having to move the mouse far across the screen, instead of having common commands set right next to each
other. So it isn't awful, just a little tiring to me after some hours of play.

Alien races keep spamming me with requests and deal offers, and there is no way to stop them. Unfortunately, most of the
offers just aren't that important. I finally declared war on one race to stop their nagging, which reduced communications to a
series of offers for peace. The aliens will also sometimes park on your planets, doing no harm, but causing the game to prompt
you to declare war every single turn, which also gets tedious.

This is basically a good, relatively simple sci fi 4x game that probably has some good strategy. But the polish isn't there, for me.
The pace of play tends to tire me rather than energize me. So I recommend avoiding it, although it might be enjoyable if you are
really interested in 4x sci fi games, of which there are not enough.

I have only played the Gold edition. Based on the new features list, I would avoid the regular edition and only buy the gold, if
you do buy it. It adds quite a lot.

Update: Okay, I changed my mind. But with some caveats. The game is funny, quirky, and easy to mod. If you like exploring a
game to see what makes it tick, and if you don't take it too seriously, this might be a good buy. The problems I mentioned lessen
as the game progresses, and there are many ways to win. Myself, I have made small changes to the random planet generation to
reduce the number of useless planets. It appears to have been made by one person, which I find quite admirable. It isn't really
polished, but it has a good heart.. I want to be able to recommend you buy this. I have played it for years and have had a lot of
fun. But the community is completely dead. I haven't seen another player on in months and the game does not have bots. Only
buy this game if you plan on playing it with friends, because that is the only way you can play it, unfortunately.. Chapter 1 was
great.

Chapter 2 is boring and very short. Would not recommend it.. Totally Unbalanced is a cool platform game.

its made with an unreal engine (ut4) so graphisms and render are very good! music is nice too.

You will die a lot but its not frustrating: you reappear quicly and you dont need to do the puzzle again.

You can double jump too to avoir falling on the water.

First succes are very easy to unlock.

Enjoy this marble game ;). Lovely illustrations.
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Those puzzless are a lot damn harder, than you would think :)
Brings some real brain challenges for the favourable price.. I died literally 9 times in the first room....

Not for the meek but an awesome soundtrack and atmosphere. Can't beat the first boss yet, it reminds me of the old Megaman
games, but in a 3 point perspective.

Kind of makes me wan to die though, as a Dark Souls, Cuphead, and fan of a challenge, to not be able to get past a little robot
spider means developer did it right. Going to make you want to break your computer I think (dont do it though)

I NEED the soundtrack though, really 80's, can't wait to hear more.. Worth buying for the soundtrack alone in my opinion. The
game itself isn't the longest or most complicated, but it has a beautiful atmosphere that you don't encounter very often.. Hard
game. Would like the option to remove the big blue box. It's kind of obvious where to stand. When the name of
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 did I play this game?
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